
CLP Podcast 469 9-21-21 Definitive Guide to Small Stakes Exploits Vol IX 
 
⁃ came back from Boston give call-ins update, super long show on Monday maybe 
9 calls  
⁃ Hustler commentary on Friday, Lodge big game on Saturday great CLP video part 
2 coming Friday  

⁃ Doug Polk podcast and WSOP  

⁃ What’s a podcast and an Rss feed? 
————————————- 
 
17. Breaking 3 bet sizing threshold preflop  
 
— once we commit more than 1/3 our stack preflop if our opponent shoved we get at 
least 2-1. $100eff 1/2 game. Raise to $10, 3! To $33, if opponent shoves it for $100 total 
so pot is 133, 66 to call plus blinds.  
 
$100eff.. $10 to $25, we cold 4! to $45 and break the threshold! 
 
Straight open to $45 w $300 behind if 3! To 120 past the threshold no appearance of 
fold equity..   
 
--$5-10 $300 effective... UTG opens $35, MP1 ($300) 3! to $85 instead of going all win 
we go to $135 with AA or KK 
 
18. Absolute value in sizing not percentage  
 
— when someone bets full pot when pot is small in $$ it means far less than a 100% bet 
when pot gets larger.  
 
— $500 into $1000 is a HUGE bet at 1/2 we shouldn’t think about MDF or pot odds in 
these spots.  
 
— mega straddles and how poorly players play in typical straddle is the BB scenario. Say 
5-10-20-40-80-160 day someone has 3500 in BB. Button opens and guys not gonna ship 
those threshold hands like a 99 AJss etc.  
 
19.  Leaving some behind  
 



--consider betting a little smaller than all-in when playing against a non reg or a player that you 
are not familiar with.  For example if pot is $500 and player has $350 left, a bet of $325-$340 
may get called at a higher frequency than a bet of $350 all-in.  
 
 
 
 


